
LORD OF THE FLIES ANALYTICAL PARAGRAPH

Analytical Paragraphs. Throughout our work with William Golding's Lord of the Flies, you have traced the development
of one of the main characters: Ralph, Jack.

Realizing his life is in imminent danger, Ralph flees Jack and his tribe, who have become bloodthirsty and
increasingly sadistic under his violent influence. Another topic in Golding's Lord of the Flies is the battle of
good vs. Lord of the Flies begins with a similar situation. The first quote shows us that the beast is clearly evil.
The novel demonstrates the great need for civilization ion in life because without it, people revert back to
animalistic natures The theme of savagery versus civilisation is first introduced to us through the symbol of
the conch shell which we associate with Ralph as he is the person who first uses it and becomes the elected
leader of the boys. The first myth I explored was an Alaskan creation myth. Once this balance is destroyed,
and Jack controls both the means of sustaining the fire and keeping the boys obedient to his rule, Ralph is
rendered powerless. However, later in the novel, that civilized thought process is lost when the realization hits
that in order to survive, one must kill. A final way in which we see the theme of savagery versus civilisation
being demonstrated is when Ralph sticks up for Piggy after he is attacked by Jack. However, their white
slaveholders suppressed this part of their heritage in them. In this way the preceding events act as allegory for
the more consequential, and far more dangerous, actions of man beyond the island. Symbolism in Lord Of The
Flies Imagine a group of young boys who have just crash-landed on a deserted tropical island with no adults or
supervision. At the start of the book Jack would never have dared touch Piggy, but here he actually snaps and
goes for Piggy who he despises. This devaluing of the conch suggests that the agreed-upon symbols of
democracy and due process no longer apply, and the fragile civilization the boys have forged is imploding. It
had lacked many elements such as essay content, word choice, as well as grammar and mechanics. The Lord
of the Flies by William Golding is a novel in which the theme of savagery versus civilisation is explored. The
fight for who will lead the island represents the clash between a peaceful democracy, as symbolized by Ralph,
and a violent dictatorship, as symbolized by Jack. One of ways Golding shows conflict between savagery and
civilisation is when Jack and some of the other boys are killing the first pig. When the boys found the pig, it
was feeding its children. This myth states that in early times there was only darkness and no light at all. Piggy
sounds like he is hurting and is genuinely terrified about what Jack might do to him and the loss of his sight.
The very first essay we had I scored fairly average for it being the first essay of the class. This observation,
made by William Golding, dictates itself as one of the most important themes of Lord of the Flies. To prove
the belief that humans are naturally evil, Golding describes the transition of a young boy, Roger from order
and society to inhumane and savage.


